The DAC (dynamic axial compression) column adopts latest design by ATL. The piston of
the collapse and loose of the column bed.

Short length, Large inner diameter, Pancake shaped
umn is similar with the analysis one, about 20cm to 50cm. It is far shorter than the
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open column which length is always more than 1m. Besides, its inner diameter is
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cycle of the pure material will be shorter and the yield will be higher.
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We can get higher column eﬃciency by using 10"20μm spherical porous packing material with narrow pore and
（40"200μm）irregular one
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Packing process. It is diﬃcult to packing a column more than 50mm by high pressure slurevenly, we always use column bed compression technique. As the DAC columns have
is concerned with the DAC performance and reproducibility, the result is the column
eﬃciency is inﬂuenced by packing material character, slurry solvent character, pressure etc.

ID50mm DAC column
Dimensions

500mm×500mm×1900mm

Weight

100kg

Inner diameter

50mm

Total column length

500mm

Max. bed height

300mm"NP 0.3kg packing material; RP 0.39kg packing
material)!

Filter

Material: 316L Pore size: 3~5μm

Distributor
High pressure seal

Material: PTFE+316L

Design pressure

10Mpa
5~60℃

Control Panel
"oﬀ valve
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Air source

≥6bar, output≥0.5m /min

Column tube material

316L

Column bracket material

304

Roughness

Inner surface Ra≤0.4μm, outer surface Ra<1.6μm

Inlet diameter

1/16”

Outlet diameter

1/16”

Air inlet diameter

Φ8
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Analytical Foundation is a nonprofit organizat (NGO) found
for the purpose of:
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2. Improving quality of life by offering YOGA Training courses, Work shops / Seminars etc.
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